
A hierarchy of local TDGsLaura KallmeyerUniversit�at T�ubingenSeminar f�ur SprachwissenschaftWilhelmstr. 113D-72074 T�ubingen, Germanylk@sfs.nphil.uni-tuebingen.de1 IntroductionMany recent variants of Tree Adjoining Grammars(TAG) allow an underspeci�cation of the parent re-lation between nodes in a tree, i.e. they do not dealwith fully speci�ed trees as it is the case with TAGs.Such TAG variants are for example Description TreeGrammars (DTG) (Rambow, Vijay-Shanker andWeir 1995), Unordered Vector Grammars with Dom-inance Links (UVG-DL) (Rambow 1994a, 1994b), ade�nition of TAGs via so-called quasi-trees (Vijay-Shanker 1992), (Rogers and Vijay-Shanker 1994),(Rogers 1994) and (Local) Tree Description Gram-mars (TDG) (Kallmeyer 1997, 1998a). The lastTAG variant, local TDG, is an extension of TAGgenerating tree descriptions. Local TDGs even al-low an underspeci�cation of the dominance relationbetween node names and thereby provide the possi-bility to generate underspeci�ed representations forstructural ambiguities such as quanti�er scope am-biguities.This abstract deals with formal properties of localTDGs. A hierarchy of local TDGs is establishedtogether with a pumping lemma for local TDGs ofa certain rank. With this pumping lemma one canprove that the class of local TDGs of a certain rankn contains the language Li := fak1 � � � aki j k � 0g i�i � 2n.2 Local TDGsLocal TDGs, proposed in (Kallmeyer 1997), consistof tree descriptions, so-called elementary descrip-tions, and a speci�c start description. These treedescriptions are negation and disjunction free formu-las in a quanti�er-free �rst order logic. This logic al-lows the description of relations between node namesk1; k2 such as parent relation (i.e. immediate domi-nance) k1 � k2, dominance (reexive transitive clo-sure of the parent relation) k1 �� k2, linear prece-dence k1 � k2 and equality k1 � k2. Furthermore,nodes are supposed to be labelled by terminals or by

atomic feature structures. The labeling function isdenoted by �, and for a node name k, �(k) � t sig-ni�es that k has a terminal label t, and a(�(k)) � vsigni�es that k is labelled by a feature structure con-taining the attribute value pair ha; vi.Tree descriptions in a local TDG are of a certainform, roughly speaking they consist of fully speci�ed(sub)tree descriptions that are connected by domi-nance relations.1In an elementary description  , some of the nodenames are marked (those in the set K ); this is im-portant for the derivation of descriptions. A samplelocal TDG is shown in Fig. 1 (in the graphical repre-sentations, some of the node names are omitted forreasons of readability). Conjuncts such as k1 �� k2in �S that are not entailed by the other conjuncts,are called strong dominance.Starting from the start description �S , local TDGsgenerate tree descriptions. In each derivation step,a derived �1 and an elementary description  arecombined to obtain a new description �2. Roughlysaid, �2 can be viewed as a conjunction of �1,  andnew formulas k � k0 or k �� k0 where k is a namefrom �1 and k0 a name from  . This derivation stepmust be such that1. for a node name k in  , there is a new equiv-alence i� either k is marked or k is minimal(dominated by no other name, e.g. k6 in  1 andk11 in  2 in Fig. 1),2. a marked or minimal name k0 in  that is nota leaf name (i.e. dominates other names) butdoes not dominate any other marked name mustbecome equivalent to a leaf name in �13. the names k from �1 that are used for the newequivalences must be part of one single elemen-1Some of the conditions holding for descriptions in alocal TDG are left aside here. For a formal de�nition oflocal TDGs see (Kallmeyer 1998a).



tary or start description, the so-called deriva-tion description of this derivation step (�rst lo-cality condition),4. for each marked name k in  with a parent,there must be a strong dominance k1��k2 in �1such that k2 � k is added and the subdescrip-tion between k and the next marked or min-imal name dominating k must be dominatedby k1 (second locality condition),5. and the result �2 must be maximally underspec-i�ed.As the �rst condition shows, marked names arecomparable to foot nodes in an auxiliary tree in aTAG since they specify those parts of an elementarydescription  that must be connected to a deriveddescription � when adding  to � in a derivationstep.The second condition describes a kind of substi-tution. Only leaf names in the old description canbecome equivalent to names that do not dominateother marked names.Conditions 3. and 4. express the locality of thederivations. All names in the old description thatare chosen for new equivalences must be part ofthe derivation description, and furthermore a sub-description between two minimal or marked namesmust be \inserted" into a strong dominance wherethe dominated name is part of the derivation de-scription. These conditions can be compared to thelocality restriction of the derivation in a set-localmulticomponent TAG (MC-TAG) (Weir 1988). Infact, for each set-local MC-TAG, an equivalent localTDG can be constructed (Kallmeyer 1998a). How-ever, local TDGs are more powerful than set-localMC-TAGs because the locality condition restrictsonly the derivation of descriptions but not the waya minimal structure for a derived description is ob-tained. This locality constitutes a crucial di�erencebetween local TDGs and DTGs since derivations inDTGs are non-local. Each subtree of a d-tree thatis added in a derivation step to a derived d-tree can be inserted into any of the d-edges in .If a marked name has no parent, then an under-speci�cation of the dominance relation can occurin the result of a derivation step (see (Kallmeyer1998b, Kallmeyer 1998a)). In this paper, such casesare not considered, and for the examples mentionedhere, the �fth condition is of no consequence.In Fig. 1 for example, a derivation step �S  2) �1is possible with �1 = �S ^  2 ^ k1 � k11 ^ k2 �k17 ^ k4 � k23 ^ k3 �� k18.

A local TDG generates a set of descriptions. Eachof these descriptions denotes in�nitely many trees.The trees in the tree language of a local TDG arethose trees that are \minimal" for one of the deriveddescriptions. A minimal tree of a description � is atree  satisfying � in such a way that1. all parent relations in  are described in �, and2. if two di�erent node names in � denote the samenode in , then these two names neither haveboth a parent in � nor have both a daughter in�.The �rst condition makes sure that everything in is described in �, and with the second conditionno parent relation in the tree is described more thanonce in �.For the local TDG in Fig. 1 for example, onlythose descriptions have a minimal tree that are de-rived by adding  1 in the last derivation step.The string language of a local TDG G is the set ofall strings yielded by the trees in the tree languageof G.TDGs allow \multicomponent" derivations and auniform complementation operation similar to sub-sertion in DTGs. Furthermore, they provide un-derspeci�ed representations for scope ambiguities(Kallmeyer 1998b) since they allow the generationof descriptions with underspeci�ed dominance rela-tions.3 Rank of a local TDGFor a given TAG, an equivalent local TDG withat most one marked name per elementary descrip-tion can be easily constructed. Obviously, the extrapower of local TDGs in contrast to TAGs arises fromthe possibility of marking more than one node namein an elementary description. In Fig. 1 for example, 1 and  2 both contain two marked names. The lan-guage generated by this local TDG is no TAL. Thissuggests the de�nition of a hierarchy of local TDGsdepending on the maximal number of marked nodenames in an elementary description.Two kinds of marked names can be distinguished:marked names where the part of the descriptiondominating this name can be put somewhere \in be-tween" on the one hand (e.g. k17 and k23 in  2 in Fig.1), and on the other hand marked node names thatmust be identi�ed with a leaf name (e.g. k3 and k4 in 2 in Fig. 2). Since there is a similarity between footnodes of auxiliary trees in TAGs and the �rst kindof marked node names, these are called adjunction-marked (a-marked). For similar reasons, the second



Start description:�S = k1 �� k2 ^ k2 � k3 ^ k3 �� k4 ^ k4 � k5^ cat(�(k1)) � S ^ cat(�(k2)) � T1^ cat(�(k3)) � T2 ^ cat(�(k4)) � T3 ^ �(k5) � �Elementary descriptions: 1 = k6 �� k7 ^ k7 � k8 ^ k8 �� k9 ^ k9 � k10^ cat(�(k6)) � S ^ � � � 2 = k11 �� k12 ^ k12 � k13 ^ k12 � k14 ^ k12 � k27^ k13 � k14 ^ k14 � k27 ^ k14 �� k15 ^ : : :: : : ^ cat(�(k11)) � S ^ cat(�(k12)) � S ^ : : :: : : ^ �(k26) � a7 ^ �(k27) � a8K 1 = fk8; k10g; K 2 = fk17; k23gGraphical representations:(marked names with asterisk)
�S

�T3 k4T2 k3T1 k2S k1  1
T�3 k10T2 k9T�1 k8S k7S k6

 2a1 a8S k12S k11
a2 a7T1 k15S k14
a3 a6T2 k18T�1 k17

a4 T�3 k23 a5T3 k21T2 k20
Figure 1: Local TDG for fan1an2an3an4an5an6an7an8 j 0 �ng with two a-marked names in each elementary de-scription�S  1

 2S1 S2S �k1 S�1 �S�2 k2S
a1 S1 a2k3 S�1 a3 S2 a4S�2 k4S

Figure 2: Local TDG for fan1an2an3an4 j 0 � ng withtwo s-marked names in each elementary description

kind of marked names are called substitution-marked(s-marked).2Roughly speaking, in a derivation step, for eachs-marked name in the new elementary description,there is one substring added to the yield of the de-scription, and for each a-marked name, two sub-strings are added (e.g. a1a2 for k3 in Fig. 2, a1a2and a7a8 for k17 in Fig. 1 and a3a4 and a5a6 for k23in Fig. 1). Therefore, a-marked names count twice asmuch as s-marked names for the rank of a local TDG:a local TDG G is of rank n i� n = maxfi j there is anelementary  in G such that i is twice the number ofa-marked names in  plus the number of s-markednames in  g.For a given local TDG it is always possible to�nd a weakly equivalent local TDG with one mores-marked name per elementary description. There-fore, the class of languages generated by local TDGsof rank i forms a subset of the class of languagesgenerated by local TDGs of rank i+ 1 for i � 0.As shown in (Kallmeyer 1998a), the classes of localTDLs of rank 0 and 1 are equal, they are exactly thecontext-free languages. The class of local TDLs ofrank 2 contains all TALs.4 A pumping lemmaThe idea of the pumping lemma for local TDGs ofa certain rank n is similar to the one leading to thepumping lemma for TALs in (Vijay-Shanker 1987).As shown in (Kallmeyer 1997), the derivation pro-cess in a local TDG can be described by a context-free grammar GCF . For GCF , the pumping lemmafor context-free languages holds. This means thatin a derivation tree (of GCF ) from a certain treeheight on, there is a subtree  that can be iter-ated. For the corresponding local TDG, this sig-ni�es that an elementary  can be added twice suchthat: before adding  again we have the followingsituation for a string w yielded by the old descrip-tion: w = x10v1 � � �x1m�1vmx1m where x1i 2 T �,v1 � � � vm is the string yielded by the subdescriptionderived from  (ordered by linear precedence). As anext derivation step,  is added again. If the gram-mar is of rank n, then by adding  , the string w canbe split by inserting at most n new strings. Beforethe next adding of  (corresponding to another iter-ation) takes place, these substrings will be expandedto substrings w1; � � � ; wn with w1 � � �wn = v1 � � � vm.These wi may be split into several words (with otherwords in between) but the order of the letters is as2These two characterizations are not exclusive, forexamples of node names that are both a-marked and s-marked see (Kallmeyer 1998a).



in v1 � � � vm. If this is repeated k times, k � 1, thenone ends up with a word contaning the letters ofx1 := x10 � � �x1m and k occurrences of all symbols ofw1 � � �wn that are for each of these occurrences (fromleft to right) ordered as in w1 � � �wn. In the last steps(after the iterations of the derivation subtree ), thesymbols of some string x2 2 T � are added.Therefore the pumping lemma is as follows: foreach word w in the string language of a local TDGof rank n with jwj greater than some constant cG:after removing the letters of some words x1 and x2from w, the resulting word has the form w1 � � �wn.Then for each k there is a word w(k) in the languagecontaining also the letters of x1 and x2, such that: ifthese letters are removed from w(k), the result ŵ(k) isa word that can be obtained by taking k occurrencesof w1 � � �wn and then, starting with �, taking (inarbitrary order) always the left letter of one of thesek words as the next letter in ŵ(k). Furthermore, ŵ(k)still contains as substrings one occurrence of each ofthe words w1; � � � ; wn (in this order).For the language L2n := fam1 � � � am2n j 0 � mg forexample the lemma for rank n holds with cG =2n � 1, x1 = x2 = �: if w = am1 � � � am2n, thenwi = am2i�1am2i .With the pumping lemma, it can be easily shownthat for i > 2n, Li = fam1 � � � ami jm � 0g does notsatisfy the pumping lemma for TDGs of rank n andtherefore cannot be generated by a local TDG ofrank n.Consequently, for all n � 1, the string languagesof TDGs of rank n form a proper subset of the stringlanguages generated by TDGs of rank n+ 1.5 ConclusionIn this paper, the rank of a local TDG was de�nedbased on the number of marked names in the ele-mentary descriptions of the grammar. Two kinds ofmarked names are distinguished, namely s-markedand a-marked names. Since derivations in localTDGs can be described by a context-free grammar,the pumping lemma for context-free grammars canbe applied to the derivation trees of a local TDG.This leads to the proof of a pumping lemma for lo-cal TDGs of a certain rank n. Roughly said, accord-ing to this pumping lemma, in a derivation step, foreach s-marked name in the new elementary descrip-tion, one substring is added, and for each a-markedname, two substrings are added. With this pumpinglemma one can show that for n � 1 the languagesgenerated by local TDGs of rank n form a propersubset of languages generated by local TDGs of rankn+ 1.
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